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This volume is the result of a selection of pape1-s presented at two scholarly meetings 
organised in 19971

, and several invited contributíons. Thc book is structurcd into two 
main parts: The interaction of metaphor and metonymy, an.d other theoretical issues, 
including six articles, and Metaphor and metonymy in lanf!,'u,:i�e structure and discourse, 
wíth nine articles divided into two sub-parts: Metaphor and metonymy in language structure 
and metaphor and metonymy in discourse. 

The appearance of the book is not accidental; it is the result of a change of scope in 
the studies of metaphor and metonymy in the last years. This change, according to the 
editor, is re:flected in three main points: firstly the fact that thc cognitive theory of metaphor 
and metonymy (CTtvlM using the author's acronym) is "at a turning-point in its evolulion 
as a theo1y" (p. 1); secondly, the ínteraction between the notions of metaphor and metonymy: 
ancl, thirdly, the appearance of new forms of application of these theories and notions. 

In the íutroduction thc editor states the basic notions of the CTivlM. From the meaning 
of a cognitive approach to the new trends in the CTMM and the problems that these ncw 
trends pose. The definition of the notions of metaphor ("a cognitive rnechanism whereby 
one experienlial domain is partially mapped [ ... ] onto a different experiential domain, so 
that the second domain is partially understood in  tenns ofthe first one" (p. 3 )) and metonymy 
("a conceptual projection whereby one experiential domain (tl1e target) is partially 
understood in tenns of another experiential domain (the source) included in the same 
common experiential domain" (p. 4)) are also basic ideas in this introduction. 

The first part of the book, devoted to the theoretical analyses of the nature of metaphor 
and metonymy, iucludes the contributions ofBarcelona, Feyaerts, Kovecses, Radden, Ruiz 

A theme session 011 the metonymic motivation of metaphors in the 5th Intemational Cognitive LinguL�tics Conforence 
at the Free University of Amsterdam, anda seminar 0111.he cognitíve theory of metaphor and melonymy in the 4th 
Conference of the European Societyforthe &'tudy afEnglish, held al �jos Kossuth University, De brecen, Hungary. 
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